From the Editor

In Brief Gene linked to harmful college drinking; Alcohol riskier for women’s health; Teen smoking may lead to lasting addiction.

**INTEGRATED DRUG ABUSE SERVICES: THE CHALLENGE TO LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND TO THE COUNTRY**
Learn the major barriers to integrated services. Will you agree with the possible solutions? Compare CSAP Director Beverly Watts Davis’s perspective with your own. By Zill Sloboda, ScD

Prevention “Smart and Sober”: A New Approach By Mathea Falco, JD

History Countertransference and the Dangers of Service Integration By William L. White, MA

**THE ETHICS OF DUAL RELATIONSHIPS: WILL THE REAL BOUNDARY VIOLATIONS PLEASE STAND UP?**
Discover how the ethical counselor prevents harm caused by these twofolds affairs. By Adam Robinson, MA, CSAPC

Clinical Supervision Dual Relationships By Thomas G. Durham, PhD, IADC

Professional Development Therapeutic Plagiarism By Howard Rosenthal, EdD, MAC

**STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING CLIENT MOTIVATION**
Explore six proven intervention techniques that may help your clients accept treatment and stay in it. By William A. Houwatt, PhD, EdD, ICADC

Research To Practice What’s the Latest Research on AA? By Michael J. Taleff, PhD, CASAC, MAC

**INTEGRATING HORMONAL SHIFT ASSESSMENT IN CARE PLANNING FOR WOMEN’S RECOVERY**
Create effective continuing care plans for women recovering from chemical dependency. By Donna M. Corrente, MS, CAS, CAP

Alternative Therapies Acupuncture: The Value of the Non-Verbal By Michael O. Smith, MD, DAc

**RECOVERY FROM FOOD ADDICTION DURING THE HOLIDAYS**
Food addicts can overcome the challenges presented by sticky, sweet holiday fare and family pressures, both during the season and in the New Year. By Kay Sheppard, MA, LMHC, CEDS

Opinion TV Best Depicts Recovery from Addiction By Christopher D. Ringwald

**WHAT DO YOUR CLIENTS REALLY THINK? A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO FOCUS GROUPS**
Focus groups result in powerful gains, whether in treatment agencies, grassroots efforts, or private practice — here’s how to make them work for you. By Sylvia Kay Fisher

CE Quiz Earn credits with this exam.

On The Web Patient-Clinician Email: What are We Securing? By Stuart Gitlow, MD

Policy NIAAA Launches New Alcohol Policy Information System By Gregory Bloss, MA
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